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The Battle for Yemen is a rare and comprehensive volume that tackles the facets of instability
that currently plague Yemen. It offers a wealth of analysis and keen observations from the
experts of The Jamestown Foundation, who have monitored the developments within Yemen
since 2004. Combining indigenous sources with original analytical insights, this book represents
a vital research tool for those seeking a detailed account of Yemen's struggle for stability, the
various movements that shape the security environment, and the radical personalities that strive
to undermine the Saleh government and its partnership with the United States.

From the AuthorLeadership Dubai Style started with my own curiosity. After arriving here in late
2006, I wanted to know how, exactly, Dubai's leaders lead.What were their secrets? Being a
student of leadership my entire professional life, I had to know: Was there a model that others
could replicate? So to answer my own intellectual curiosity, which is deeply related to my
academic expertise, emerging-market leadership, I started my research. I must admit, the book
that I wrote is very different from the one I set out to write. Originally, I was going to write about
the businesses in Dubai. Then after the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, I dug deeper into the
history of Dubai and discovered that Dubai's leadership style hasn't just occurred over the last
decade: it's been implemented since the inception of Dubai. This discovery altered the course of
my research, forcing me to take a holistic look at the history of leadership in Dubai. This
extended the research phase, making the findings comprehensive rather than generational. In
the end, Leadership Dubai Style shares the leadership habits of the Al Maktoums that have
spread into Dubai's overall leadership--in other words, habits that are widely emulated.From the
Inside FlapCurious to know how Dubai created a world-class city literally from a sandy desert
and shore, leadership expert Dr. Tommy Weir set out on a quest to find out. His theory: that
Dubai's success came not from oil--but from leadership. And, it did! Tracing Dubai's leadership
style back to its inception in 1833, Dr. Weir discovered twelve leadership habits that emerged
again and again. Leadership Dubai Style draws on hundreds of interviews with Dubai's most
prominent movers and shakers, as well as historical testimony, proving these are habits that
stand the test of time. For government leaders, the habits presented here are an alternative
route to the benefits of democracy--participation, fulfillment, growth, openness, protection, and
prosperity--without the constrictions of consensus. Business leaders will be equally inspired to
"think differently," as Dubai does. These contrarian habits teach us that sometimes the best thing
to do is think big, borrow money, and be the best autocrats we can be. This must-read book
brings the modern world's greatest leadership success story to your fingertips, for the first time
ever. If you want extraordinary, Dubai-style results, you need to lead in a different
way. Leadership Dubai Style teaches you how!From the Back CoverDubai is doing what others



dream of--becoming so successful it outpaces all the indices, earning a prominent spot on the
world's stage. Yet just decades ago "Destination Dubai" was a destitute fishing village and small
trading spot, struggling to provide basic services for its people. So the question is, how? How
did Dubai achieve this extraordinary transformation? As Dr. Tommy Weir argues in this
groundbreaking book, leadership! But not just anykind of leadership... Unique results only come
from doing things differently. How else could Dubai have the tallest, biggest, best? Yet to
outsiders--and even those working within the emirate--Dubai's leadership style often remains a
mystery, "lost in translation." Not anymore! For the first time ever, Dubai's unique leadership
secrets are decoded and presented in twelve clear, easy-to-follow habits. Leadership Dubai
Style proves that everything you learned in business school or on the job might just be wrong.
Or, at least they're not relevant if you want to achieve spectacular results. Pay close attention to
the words on these pages if you want to learn how you can do what Dubai did. About the
AuthorCEOs around the world turn to Dr. Tommy Weir for trusted leadership advice on how to
become the best they can be and how their organizations can achieve rapid growth. Since
founding the Emerging Markets Leadership Center (EMLC), Dr. Weir has helped over 10,000
executives from more than 80 nationalities achieve peak performance. His vast knowledge has
placed him in high demand as a CEO Coach, author, speaker, and advisor.In other words, Dr.
Tommy is a growth specialist, specifically growing against the odds.Dr. Weir is equipped with an
arsenal of rare insights coming from decades of experience and success stories ranging from
Fortune 500 companies and governments, to family businesses and newly established
corporations in Africa, Asia, and the MENA region. He is known for constantly adding value and
challenging executives to greater performance.A thinker, speaker, and writer to the core, he
holds a doctorate in strategic leadership from Regent University. In addition to writing a number
of books, Dr. Tommy is editor-in-chief of Emerging Markets Business.His books include:
Leadership Dubai Style: the habits to achieve remarkable success, which was First Finalist -
2016 International Book Awards, 10 tips for Leading in the Middle East, which was voted the #2
best book of 2014 by the Wall Street Journal's Readers Poll, Going Global, The CEO Shift as
well as The Cheeseburger Theory and other leadership observations.Follow Dr. Tommy on
twitter @tommyweir and visit him at tommyweir.com to hear his thoughts on leadership.Read
more
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